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If you've ever wanted to learn how to trade but thought it was 
too complex, you're right; there are no overnight successes 
or magic wands! 

Teri Ijeoma began her professional career working in education 
and non-profits. When she started trading stocks over a decade 
ago, she saw it as an opportunity to supplement her income so 
she could afford luxuries such as travel. She was so successful 
that in 2017 this side hustle turned into her full-time income, 
and she founded Trade and Travel.

With more than 10+ years invested in trading education, 
courses, workshops, having spent thousands of dollars, with 
a lot of trial and error, Teri developed expert strategies and 
proprietary intelligence that fast-tracks the learning journey 
and earning performance. These very same strategies enabled 
Teri to transition working in her own business while she 
traveled the world doing what she does best; trading, and 
sometimes in her pajamas.

Whether you dream of quitting the 9-5 grind, owning your 
house, or exploring the world on your terms, TRADE AND 
TRAVEL is the ultimate course and supportive community 
you've been asking for. Praised by thousands of students 
with testimonials and an impressive list of media and
press coverage, the results speak for themselves!

BEST KNOWN FOR MAKING $1000 IN A DAY, TERI IJEOMA 
EMPOWERS THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE FROM AROUND THE 
WORLD, TEACHING THEM HOW TO SUPPLEMENT THEIR 
INCOME THROUGH TRADING ,  SO THEY CAN DESIGN AND 
ENJOY THEIR ULTIMATE FREEDOM LIFESTYLE.

QUALIFICATIONS & AWARDS

AS SEEN ON



Freedom Is The New Normal
SEE HOW THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS FROM AROUND 
THE WORLD ARE EARNING SUPPLEMENTARY INCOME 
WITH TRADING. THEY'RE LIVING THEIR BEST LIFE, 
AND SO CAN YOU!

T E R I  I J E O M AWith

TRADE +
TRAVEL

Teri Ijeoma's VIP Trade and Travel Program 
is a self-paced course with over 100 hours 
of training, that helps everyday people 
trade stocks for income!

This is a day-trading course like no other. 
As a member of the TRADE AND TRAVEL 
family, students are well supported 
throughout every step of their learning 
journey. It includes seven classes of 
education accompanied by bonus group 
coaching calls.

Best of all, students f rom around the world 
join a robust personal finance community 
with access to expert resources that 
expedite their learning.

Teri's proprietary strategies remove the 
stress and reduce risk, with an easy-to-follow 
curriculum, trading tips and strategies that 
see students paying back their course 
investment within 8-10 weeks.

EXPERT RESOURCES

7 CLASSES OF EDUCATION

EASY TO FOLLOW CURICULUM  

OVER 100+ HOURS OF TRAINING

TRADING TIPS

BONUS GROUP COACHING CALLS 

PROPRIETARY STRATEGIES 
THAT REDUCE RISK

VIBRANT & SUPPORTIVE 
COMMUNITY OF STUDENTS 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD



T E R I  I J E O M A presents

PoweR
1  M I L L I O N

of

What Would It Take For You

Inside this interview series, Teri Ijeoma and her entourage 
reveal the truth of what it really takes to become a millionaire. 
Whether it's a million podcast downloads or a million dollars, 
Teri invites you to join the series as she reveals all the juicy details!

HEAR ABOUT THE BEST DAILY 
PRACTICES THAT WILL STEADILY 
GUIDE YOU TO YOUR 
FIRST MILLION!

THIS SERIES IS JAM-PACKED 
WITH PRACTICAL TOOLS TO 
HELP LISTENERS AND VIEWERS 
LAUNCH INTO IMMEDIATE ACTION

LISTEN TO INSIGHTFUL 
CONVERSATIONS FROM 
MILLIONAIRES FROM ALL 
WALKS OF LIFE

LEARN ABOUT THE NUANCES 
BEHIND THE MINDSET THAT 
LED THESE ENTREPRENEURS
TO THRIVE FINANCIALLY

DANIELLE LESLIE

DANIELLE PIERCE

JAMILA SOUFFRANT

ERICKA WILLIAMS

ABU FOFANAH

ANKUR NAGPAL

LUISA ZHOU

RACHEL RODGERS

RASHAD BILAL

TROY MILLINGS

ZIM FLORES

ASHLEY ANN

FEATURED
MILLIONAIRES

To Make 1 Million?



Speaking
CREATIVE WAYS TO EXPONENTIALLY 
EXPAND YOUR CUSTOMER BASE 

Business owners have long been told that a funnel should start with 
Facebook ads, f ree opt-ins, webinars and sales pages. What if you 
don't have a big budget to afford that, or the tech-savvy to pull it off? 
TERI IJEOMA shares all the intel and rapid growth strategies behind 
TRADE AND TRAVEL, her wildly successful course, which grew f rom 
$0 to 8 figures in just 24 months!

START-UPSDIGITAL MARKETINGB2B

HOW TO GET STARTED IN THE 
STOCK MARKET 

What's the first thing everyone thinks of when they hear about the 
stock market? Men in suits in Wall Street, accompanied by risk, 
losses and stress! 

TERI IJEOMA is here to show us that this redundant narrative is best 
left where it belongs, in the past, because investing in the stock market 
is now the new lucrative education and the chosen side hustle for 
thousands of everyday Americans.

In this speaking engagement, Teri reveals the first steps to get started 
and answers f requently asked questions people spend endless hours 
searching for on the internet. 

HOW-TO FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCETRADING

Mind maps have been around since the 1960s. The brainstorming behind 
mind maps helps to organize a busy brain that's overwhelmed with 
plans and extensive to-do lists, and accelerates business planning that 
is centred around specific goals.

In this session, TERI IJEOMA reveals her mind map tips and tricks, which 
helped her scale her company without overwhelm or burnout. No fancy 
software required, you can be a mind mapping pro with just pen and 
paper. Let's go!

MIND MAP YOUR WAY TO 
A 1 MILLION DOLLAR YEAR

GOALS CRITICAL THINKING

BUSINESS BUILDER ENTREPRENEURSHIP

IS IT POSSIBLE TO GET 1000 PEOPLE, COLLECTIVELY MAKING 
1 MILLION DOLLARS IN A DAY? 

Yes, it is, and TERI IJEOMA is the inspiration behind this movement.

Part challenge, part education and life transformation, TERI IJEOMA 
shares the inspiring story behind her Million Dollar Movement and 
how it is changing the lives of thousands of people around the world, 
particularly those of the minority men and women of color, by teaching 
them how to build wealth. An ideal session for organizations and 
companies* within the financial services sector, this will invigorate your 
teams and inspire them into action, to increase their potential, their 
purpose and impact, individually and as a corporate culture. 

*TAILORED COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.

MILLION DOLLAR MOVEMENT
CORPRORATE MOTIVATIONALSOCIAL IMPACT

Interested in having Teri Ijeoma 
speak at your next event?

GET IN TOUCH TERIIJEOMA.COM



Many legendary investors like Warren Buffet advocate a long term, 
buy-and-hold strategy, but you teach a more active short term trading 
strategy. Why should people consider trading also?

In your course, you have four main topics, can you explain what those 
are for our viewers and listeners?

How does your course differ f rom other investing courses?

It’s great that you are helping novice investors, but how do you help 
more experienced traders advance?

Many new investors in the stock market, are af raid that the stock 
market is too risky. How do you help them overcome that fear?

It’s been said that 9 out of 10 traders are not successful. How do you 
beat the odds and help your students do the same?

How much does it take for the average person to get started trading 
in stocks?

Your trading strategy teaches people how to make money in a down 
market also, what’s the secret to doing that?

Expert Commentary

Sample Interview Questions

HOW TO MAKE $1000 IN A DAY

HOW TO LOWER YOUR INVESTMENT RISK 
AND SAFE-PROOF YOUR PORTFOLIO DURING TIMES 
OF UNCERTAINTY

HOW TERI IJEOMA IS HELPING MINORITY MEN AND WOMEN 
BY TURNING THEM INTO INVESTORS

TRADE AND TRAVEL ;  
HOW TO FUND A TRAVEL-RICH, DREAM LIFESTYLE

QUITTING THE 9-5 GRIND TO LIVE A LIFE OF ABUNDANCE AND PURPOSE

FROM 0 TO 8 FIGURES IN 24 MONTHS

HOW TO THRIVE AS A CEO AND A WOMAN OF COLOR

TERI IJEOMA is recognized as a thought 
leader who inspires people to gain financial 
independence and live life on their terms. 
She is f requently asked to provide 
commentary and insights on the 
following topics.

SOCIAL ASSETS
CLICK TO VIEW

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/TERIIJEOMA

INSTAGRAM.COM/TERIIJEOMA

FACEBOOK.COM/TERIIJEOMA

TWITTER.COM/TERIIJEOMA

YOUTUBE.COM/TIJEOMA

MEDIA & 
PUBLICITY ENQUIRIES
FOR EXPERT COMMENTARY OR FEATURE 
OPPORTUNITIES, PLEASE FORWARD YOUR 
INTERVIEW REQUESTS TO:

MARINA MARA (Media Advisor & Publicist)
hello@marinamara.com
+61 403 324 306

TERIIJEOMA.COM




